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ABSTRACT 

PACnet is a 200-500 Mbps dual-ring fiber optic network designed to implement a 

Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) in a hospital environment. The 

network consists of three channels: an image trajisfer channel, a command and control 

channel and a real-time data channel. An initial network interface unit (NIU) design 

for PACnet consisted of a functional description of the protocols and NIU major compo

nents. Using the International Organization for standards/Open Systems Interconnection 

(ISO/OSI) reference model as a guide, we extend the definition of the data link layer. This 

definition covers interface service specifications for the two constituent sublayers: logical 

link control (LLC) and medium access control (MAC). Furthermore, it describes proce

dures for data transfer, mechanisms of error detection and fault recovery. A performance 

evaluation study was made to determine how the network performs under various appli

cation scenarios, using stochastic activity networks. The results of the study demonstrate 

the feasibility of PACnet as an integrated image, data, and voice network for PACS. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PACS Background 

The concept of picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) is not new. In 

theory, a PACS will operate in a hospital and provide a totally automated method for stor

ing and retrieving medical images, diagnostic reports, and patient data. Many research 

centers are involved in designing and evaluating PACS systems. Some PACS research 

has been limited to certain sections of radiology departments [1], or to a small number 

of image generation equipment [2]. However there is a widespread movement towards a 

totally digital radiology department [3], a filmless radiology department [4]. 

Much work in this regard has been done at the University of Arizona [5]. In particular, 

traffic patterns of images within the radiology department have been analyzed [6]. This 

work resulted in the observation that there are three types of information data that need 

to be considered: patient information and control data, image data, and voice data. The 

three types are distinguished by the relative diiferences in size of data units that must be 

transmitted and burstiness. Specifically, digitized images are very large (typically on the 

order of 50 Mbits), while patient data and control information is relatively small (on the 

order of 1 Kbyte). Voice data needs a sustained channel rate of 64 Kbps per voice source. 
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Tliis suggests a three channel approach to network design, so that a large image transfer 

does not interfere with the timely transfer of patient or control information or with voice 

data. Using this approach, the first channel is reserved for image transfers and utilizes 

a circuit switching media access method. The second channel is used for transmission of 

patient data and control information cuid utilize a packet switching approach [7]. The 

third is used for voice transmission in a circuit switched method. At the physical layer, 

either a star or ring topology can be used. 

While this approach seems reasonable, a careful evaluation is necessary to determine, 

for a given network design, what range of workload demands will result in acceptable 

performance. This performance is not simple to compute and depends on many factors, 

including the details of the protocols that govern each channel and the number and type 

of nodes in the network, among other factors. 

1.1.1 PACS Components 

Generally speaking, a PACS consists of a communication network and three types of 

network nodes: imaging equipment (IE), viewing workstations (WS) and database archive 

systems (DBAS). 

1.1.1.1 Communications Network 

Early research in the design of PACS networks considered the use of off-the-shelf local 

area networks, such as Ethernet [8, 9]. While these early designs illustrated the utility of 

the PACS concept, they also pointed out the limitations of using traditional coaxial-cable 
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LANs as PACS networks. In particular, the need for extremely fast transfer of large 

digitized images made optical fiber a natural choice for the physical layer [10]. Different 

topologies, such as the ring, bus, and stax, and media access schemes, such as carrier sense 

multiple access/collision detection (CSMA/CD) and the token passing method, were also 

investigated [11]. 

While these general purpose media access schemes work well for many applications, 

they do not seem to be well suited to PACS networks. In particular. The inherent conflict 

nature of CSMA/CD makes it difficult to meet response time constraints for image transfer 

while still delivering patient and control information in a timely fashion [12, 13]. Simi

larly, the overhead associated with token passing precludes using this method, without 

modification, as a media access scheme. Accordingly, it seems appropriate to investigate 

the development of special purpose media access control protocols for PACS networks. 

1.1.1.2 Imaging Equipment 

Imaging equipment are image acquisition devices which acquire digital patient images. 

An imaging modality is related to a specific type of imaging equipment, hospital entity 

and type of patient image. These imaging modalities include: computed tomography, nu

clear medicine gamma cameras, magnetic resonance imaging, digital radiography, digital 

subtraction angiography, ultrasound scanners, and conventional x-ray machines. Types 

of imaging equipment differ in their characteristics and features, and hence generate dif

ferent data formats. An MRI scanner, for example, produces more diagnostic information 

than x-ray computed tomography, but has a very long data acquisition time [14]. An MRI 
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scanner produces images of 512 X 512 10-bit pixels. An ultrasound is very suitable for 

diagnosis of moving organs, it produces images of 256 X 256 pixels or smaller. Traditional 

x-ray machines are used to produce images of the chest and may produce images with a 

matrix size up to 4096 x 4096 12-bit pixels. Hence, digital radiology modalities generate 

various large size digital images. Typically, a digital image is 2048 x 2048 12-bit pixels, 

or approximately 50 Mbits per image. 

1.1.1.3 Viewing Workstation 

A viewing workstation provides a viewing facility for the radiologist and referring physi

cians to review images acquired earlier and stored in a PACS database archive system 

(DBAS). A viewing workstation may be used for many hours each day. Such long use 

demands a good ergonomic design of the viewing workstation to avoid user fatigue and 

frustration [15]. Several extensive studies were performed to explore the performance of 

viewing workstations. The objective of one physical evaluation study was the precise 

measurement of the display characteristics [16]. Evaluation studies address not only tra

ditional concerns about image display and quality, but also a variety of psychophysical 

parameters that affect image interpretation. Psychophysical evaluations determine the 

degree to which the CRT influences the information transferred to the human observer 

[17]. Viewing workstation display consoles must be able to handle large images, such as 

the large x-rays of the chest. Moreover, the workstation should be able to handle images 

from different modalities of several formats (sizes and bit-depths) [18]. In order to ensure 
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that the user does not experience undue delay, viewing workstations must have high per

formance CPUs, or array processors and ultra fast memory systems [19, 20]. The user 

requirements evolve with experience, thus many researchers have performed evaluations of 

prototypes to establish initial user acceptability [21]. However, a highly capable viewing 

workstation will not benefit a physician if it is too complex to use, and demands too much 

of his time to learn to use [22]. User satisfaction and success of a system are intrinsically 

linked. This can be ensured by structured user participation in testing during the design 

phase [23, 24]. 

1.1.1.4 Database Archive System 

The data base archive system (DBAS) stores acquired images and patient data. A ra

diologist at a viewing workstation requests image retrieval from the DBAS. Image storage 

and retrieval requests contain a mix of image and text data. Several databases may exist 

within a hospital, each concerned with saving the data for a particular modality of the 

hospital. The DBAS is also responsible for the migration of images in the storage system 

according to a migration algorithm [25]. A migration algorithm is required to efficiently 

transfer images between the levels of the DBAS hierarchical storage system. The mi

gration algorithm should operate automatically and transparent to the DBAS user [26]. 

Many researchers have investigated the layered model of the DBAS and characterized 

each layer by a required access time, storage capacity and typical retention time [27]. 

Others have investigated the use of parallel architectures and expert systems [28]. 
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1.2 Thesis Objective 

The objective of this thesis is to further define the data link layer protocols of PACnet 

and perform an evaluation of the resulting protocol. This definition covers interface 

service specifications for the two constituent sublayers: logical link control (LLC) and 

medium access control (MAC). Furthermore, it describes procedures for data transfer, 

mechanisms of error detection and fault recovery. Moreover, this thesis reports the results 

of a comprehensive performance evaluation of PACnet. The results are significant in that 

they provide new and useful information concerning the use of ring topology for a three 

channel PACS network. 

1.3 Approach 

By adopting a ring topology and following previous guidelines, PACnet was first in

troduced at University of Arizona in 1988 [7]. The initial design consisted of a functional 

description of the protocols governing the three channels and the NIU major components. 

In this study, using the international standards organization/open systems interconnec

tion (ISO/OSI) reference model as a guide, we extend the definition of the data link 

layer. This definition covers interface service specifications for the two constituent sub

layers: logical link control (LLC) and medium access control (MAC). Furthermore, it 

describes procedures for data transfer, mechanisms of error detection and fault recovery. 

To evaluate the performance of PACnet, stochastic activity network (SAN) models 

of network components are built. Other computer evaluation methods, such as queueing 

networks, do not suffice for PACS network designs due to their inability to handle complex 
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interactions present in PACS protocols. These models axe solved via simulation using 

METASAN, a tool for constructing and solving SAN-based models [29]. 

1.4 Thesis Organization 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. First, a general description of a fiber 

optics ring based PACS and its components was presented to acquaint the reader with the 

particular type of network designs considered. Chapter 2 reviews the PACnet protocol 

and specifies the new service primitives for the LLC and MAC sublayers. Furthermore, it 

describes procedures for data transfer, mechanisms of error detection and fault recovery. 

In Chapter 3, the modeling approach using SANs is reviewed. This section is followed by a 

discussion of the assumptions made in constructing the model, the workload assumed, and 

a description of the SAN models of each of the PACS components. Next is a description of 

the performance measures considered. These measures include the total expected response 

time to deliver an image, the utilization of each channel. In Chapter 4 we present the 

results of the solution of the model for these variables via simulation, and in Chapter 5 

we offer some conclusions regarding the performance of this specific PACS design under 

realistic workload conditions. These results aje an important step toward making the 

concept of a totally digital radiology department a reality. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PACNET PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION 

PACnet is a high speed computer network used to implement a picture archiving 

and communication system in a hospital environment [7]. It consists of three major 

components types: a fiber optic dual ring, several network interface unit (NIU) and a 

control station (CS) as in Figure 2.1. The dual fiber optic ring uses two separate fiber 

optic rings to carry signals. The ring carries data at a speed of 200-500 Mbps. The NIU 

allows different equipment to access the ring in a uniform manner. The NIU implements 

the data link layer and physical layer protocol functions for PACnet. The control station 

is responsible for the protocol and network management. It supervises access to the 

transmission media, and keeps track of users, requests and logical channels. 

This chapter first gives a review of the PACnet protocol, explaining its media access 

scheme, the adaptive variable frame size, the three logical channels and the data encoding 

scheme utilized. Next, the new PACnet interface service specifications are defined. An 

overview of service primitive types as required by ISO/OSI reference model is given. 

Then we specify the network layer to LLC sublayer and the LLC to MAC sublayers 

interface service. Different scenarios of protocol operation is given for different types of 

data transfer. Finally, we introduce mechanisms of error detection and fault recovery. 
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Figure 2.1. PACnet Topology in a Hospital Environment 
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2.1 Review of Protocol 

2.1.1 Media Access 

PACnet uses the time division multiplexing/demand assignment (TDM/DA) method 

to access the media [30]. The demand assignment method dynamically varies time slot 

assignment according to traffic load. To implement TDM/DA, the control station gener

ates a ring frame with adaptive variable channel field size every 125 microseconds, as in 

Figure 2.2. For example, if the image part of the ring frame is not used by any station for 

image trajismission, then the image part can momentarily be added to the data packet 

part. In other words, the image part has shrunk to zero and data packet part size has 

increased. This approach leads to a higher bandwidth utilization, and yet guarantees a 

finite delay time. The latter is necessary for voice data transmission. 

For example, for a PACnet running at 200 Mbps, the ring frame will be 25 Kbit in size. 

As shown in Figure 2.2, each ring frame is partitioned into four parts: header, image, data 

packet and voice. The adaptive variable field size allows the network to use residual image 

or voice bandwidth momentarily available due to variation in voice traffic or absence of 

images. 

2.1.2 Logical Channels 

In effect, the TDM/DA scheme divides a single fiber optic channel into multiple chan

nels. In PACnet, we have three separate channels, each designed for a specific data type. 

The image channel (Inet) carries image data in a circuit switched, point to point connec

tion. It is dedicated to one image transfer at a time. The control station manages access 
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requests to the image channel using queues and priority schemes. Requests and commands 

are transmitted on the data packet channel (Cnet), which employs a token passing scheme 

to achieve collision free distributed control. This scheme is a simplified version of IEEE 

802.5 standard [31] and fiber distributed data interface (FDDI) [32]. Data associated 

with images, such as diagnosis reports, image headers and database queries are carried 

through this channel. Voice data are transmitted through the voice channel (Vnet). The 

voice channel uses a circuit switching technique to allow multiple voice data connections. 

The ring frame field format and relative channels are shown in Figure 2.2. 

2.1.3 Data Encoding Scheme 

The digital data must be represented by signal elements that are suitable for trans

mission over the given medium and that can be recognized by the receiver and decoded 

to reproduce the transmitted data. Typically, the form of encoding is chosen to optimize 

the transmission, either in terms of cost, performance, and reliability [33]. PACnet uses 

a 4b/5b encoding scheme, similar to the one used in FDDI. The efficiency of the 4b/5b 

coding technique is 80%. Thus, bit transmission at 200 Mbps requires a signalling band

width of 250 Mhz. Comparatively, Manchester encoding woidd reqiure a bandwidth of 

400 Mhz. One disadvantage of using this encoding scheme is the loss of the self-clocking 

property. To compensate for this loss, a long preamble is used to synchronize the receiver 

to the sender's clock. The 4b/5b technique makes clock recovery more complex, but keeps 

the baud rate and cost of hardware low. The 4b/5b code has a 32 member symbol set. 
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This encoding scheme offers six non-data symbols, providing more non-data symbols that 

can be used as delimiters, frame and status indicators [33]. 

2.2 PACnet Interface Service Specifications 

The universal need for interconnecting systems from different manufacturers lead the 

International Standards Organization (ISO) to come up with standards required for "Open 

Systems Interconnection" (OSI). The term "open" was chosen to emphasize the fact that 

by confirming to those international standards, a system will be open to all other systems 

obeying the same standards throughout the world [34, 35, 36]. 

In terms of OSI guidelines, the fundamental purpose of the data link layer is to provide 

a set of services to the network layer [37, 38]. These services are those associated with 

overcoming the inherent limitations in the interconnecting medium. This section provides 

a description of the peer-to-peer protocol procedures that are defined for the transfer of 

information and control between any pair of data link layer service access points on 

the local area network. The data link layer is divided into two sublayersi/o^icaZ link 

control (LLC) and medium access control (MAC). This section describes the PACnet 

LLC sublayer interface service specifications to the Network layer and to PACnet MAC 

sublayer. The interface service specification to the Network layer provides a description of 

the various scenarios that the PACnet LLC, plus underlying layers and sublayers offer to 

the Network layer, as viewed from the Network layer. The interface service specifications 

to the PACnet MAC sublayer provides a description of the services that the LLC requires 

of the PACnet MAC sublayer. 
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AU of the above interface service specifications are given in the form of primitives that 

represent in an abstract way the logical exchange of information and control between the 

LLC sublayer and the identified service function [39]. 

2.2.1 Service Primitive Types 

The ISO/OSI standard introduces the concept of a "service primitive" as an abstract, 

implementation-independent element of the interaction between the service user and the 

service provider [40]. These services are expressed in terms of primitives and parameters. 

A primitive specifies the function to be performed, i.e. the interface activity which is 

related to the particular service. The parameters are used to pass data and control 

information which are required to provide the service. As will be seen, it is through 

these parameters that adjacent layers within the same system pass information and also 

how two correspondent user layers in different systems exchange protocol data units. A 

time sequence diagram is only an abstract way of representing the logical relationships 

between the service primitives of a layer and does not indicate how the specified services 

are implemented by the layer [41]. 

The differences between PACnet service definition and that given in the IEEE LLC 

document stem from a difference in modeling technique. The LLC service definition 

described in IEEE 802.2 [39] is based upon a three primitive model of confirmed services 

as shown in Figure 2.3. In the ISO data link service definition, which is aligned with aU 

other layer service definitions for OSI, a four-primitive model is used as shown in Figure 

2.4 [42]. 
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PACnet uses primitives of four types as shown in Figure 2.4. Each of these types is 

now described. 

o (Name) Request: This is initiated by the user layer and passed to the lower layer 

(or sublayer) to request or activate a particular named service from the underlying 

provider layer or the remote peer protocol layer. 

• (Name) Indication: This is issued by the service provider to the service user, to 

advise of the occurrence of the named service event [42]. This event may be logically 

related to a remote service request, or may be caused by an event internal to the 

service provider. The indication is the way in which the provider can notify the 

user that there is an incoming message for its attention (for example a procedure 

ha^ been invoked by the peer service user on the connection and to provide the 

associated paxameters) [33]. Moreover, the provider can notify the user of that an 

another provider-initiated event of significance has occurred (for example, a request 

has been unsuccessful in the sense that the provider could not carry it out) [43]. 

• (Name) Response: This is used by the user layer to reply to the received named 

indication from the service provider layer (or sublayer). This is the means by which a 

destination can send off an end-to-end acknowledgment of a successful (or otherwise) 

operation. This operation was previously invoked by an indica,tion to that user. 

• (Name) Confirm; This is issued by the service provider to indicate to the originator 

of the Request for the named service that the service is acknowledged or has been 

completed. This primitive gives an end-to-end confirmation that a remote operation 
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has been successful, i.e. that the remote user has been successfully processed the 

requested operation. 

The IEEE standards use only three primitives: Request, Indicate and Confirm. The IEEE 

standards assume that the underlying transmission system is so reliable that messages 

sent almost always reach their destination successfully. This explains the absence of 

a Response primitive. On the other hand, there is even then no guarantee that the 

intended destination host is ready to receive messages (or it may be out of action due 

to some failure) [43]. For PACnet, the four primitives are utilized to provide end-to-end 

acknowledgments within the LAN. Thus, there is a confirmation that the request was 

processed by the intended remote user. For example to establish a connection, in the 

three-primitive description the Indication and Confirm primitives indicate a successful 

or failed connection attempt whereas in the four-primitives description the Indication 

primitive precedes the final decision and the Confirm primitive always indicate a success 

[42]. 

2.2.2 Network Layer/LLC Sublayer Interface Service Specification 

This section specifies the services required of the logical link control sublayer by the 

network layer, as viewed from the network layer, to allow a local network layer entity to 

exchange data with remote peer network layer entities. 
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2.2.2.1 Unacknowledged connectionless service 

The unacknowledged connectionless service provides the user with the means of initiat

ing the transfer of service data units with the minimum of protocol overheads. Typically, 

this service is used when such functions as error recovery and sequencing are being pro

vided in a higher protocol layer and hence need not be replicated in the LLC sublayer 

[41]. 

With the unacknowledged connectionless service, there is a priori agreement between 

LLC users in different systems that allows them to exchange data. A single service access 

is required to initiate the transmission of a data unit. From the point of view of the LLC 

service provider, previous and subsequent data units are unrelated to the current data 

unit. No state information about the data unit is retained by the sending LLC sublayer. 

When connectionless service is used, the LLC sublayer accepts a packet from the 

Network layer and uses a best effort attempt to send it to the destination [44]. Of course, 

there is a chance that the recipient node may not (be able to) accept the data unit, and 

in this case the effect to the sender is the same as the frame not arriving; the sender is 

quite unaware of either event [43]. The service provider does not guarantee that the data 

presented by the user will be delivered to another user, nor does it inform the sender if the 

delivery attempt fails. Furthermore, if data units are delivered, there is no guarantee that 

they will be delivered in the same order in which they were sent. Connectionless operation, 

therefore, relies on high reliability of delivery and high probability of acceptance, and 

typically also, aknowledgements are arranged by a higher level protocol. This service 

supports point-to-point, mvdtipoint and broadcast. 
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Table 2.1. Unacknowledged Connectionless Service 

Primitive Parameters 

L_DATA.request 
L_DATA.indication 

destination.address, source.address, l^du 
destination.address, source-address, l^du 

The connectionless service, shown in Table 2.1 has only two primitives, one for sending 

a frame and one for indicating that a frame has airived. Both primitives have parameters 

sourceMddress and destination.address to identify the sender and receiver. The actual 

data is in the Lsdu: link service data unit parameter. This service is only available on 

the data channel. 

2.2.2.2 Connection-oriented Service 

Connection oriented services may be divided into three functional groups each associ

ated with one of the phases of the logical link control. Table 2.2. 

1. Establishment services: 

These are connected with the establishment of a logical link connection between 

two network entities and use the CONNECT primitive. The L.CONNECT notation 

indicates a LLC primitive. 

• L_CONNECT: Provides one or more logical link connections between two 

cooperating network layer entities. The destination-address, source.address 

parameters specify the local and remote LSAPs which are to be connected. 

The requested^ervice-type indicates whether the connection is over the image 
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Table 2.2. PACnet LLC Connection-Oriented Service 

Primitive Parameters 

L-CONNECT.request 

L_CONNECT.indication 

L_CONNECT.response 

L-CONNECT.confirm 

destination.address, source-address, 
requestedservice-type 
destination.address, source.address, 
requested-service-type, status 
destination-address, source-address, 
requested^ervice-type 
destination-address, source-address, 
requested^ervice-type, status 

LJDATA-CONNECT.request 
LJDATA-CONNECT .indication 

destination-address, source-address, Lsdu 
destination-address, source.address, lsdu 

L-RESET.request 
L-RESET .indication 
LJElESET.response 
L-RESET .confirm 

destination-address, source-address 
destination-address, source-address, reason 
destination-address, source-address 
destination-address, source-address, status 

L-CONNECTION-
FLOWCONTROL.request 
L-CONNECTION-
FLOWCONTROL.indication 

destination-address, source-address, amount 

destination-address, source-address, amount 

L_DISCONNECT.request 
L_DISCONNECT.indication 
L_DISCONNECT.response 
LJDISCONNECT.confirm 

destination.address, source.address 
destination-address, source.address, reason 
destination-address, source.address 
destination-address, source.address, status 
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chajmel, data channel or voice chajinel. The status teUs the user what hap

pened. 

A connection attempt is started by the service user issxiing a LXONNECT .re

quest primitive. Upon receiving this command the LLC sublayer immediately 

issues a L.CONNECT.indication. If the user then decides to accept the con

nection attempt then he issues a L.CONNECT.response primitive to the LLC 

sublayer [42]. The L.CONNECT.confirm confirms setting up a logical link 

giving an end-to-end notification, as in Figure 2.5. 

If the user decides to reject the connection attempt then he issues a L_DISCON-

NECT.request primitive to the LLC sublayer, as in Figure 2.6. The connection 

may be refused by the LLC service, as in Figure 2.7. This can happen if the 

remote LLC entity never replied to the connection request. Also, if the LLC en

tity is unable to set up the connection (e.g., buffer shortage, local network mal

function). Consequently, the reason parameter in the L_DISCONNECT.indi-

cation is used to specify the reason for the connection rejection [33]. 

2. Data transfer services: 

These are responsible for the reliable exchange of user information over the logical 

links. Uses the DATA.CONNECT, RESET and CONNECTION-FLOWCONTROL 

primitives. 

• L_DATA_CONNECT: 
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Once a connection is set up between two LLC users at two LLC SAPs, Data 

may be exchanged using the LJDATA_CONNECT primitives. To transfer data, 

the LLC user passes a LJDATA_CONNECT.request to the LLC sublayer to re

quest that /_sdu to be transferred to destination.address over an existing con

nection, using connection-oriented procedures. This primitive does not con

tain a requested^ervice.type parameter because the service type should be 

uniform for all LJDATA.CONNECT.request in a particular connection [39]. 

Upon arrival the LLC sublayer passes LJ)ATA_CONNECT.indication to the 

LLC user. Note that there are only request and indication primitives for 

L_DATA_CONNECT. The reason that there is no need for a confirmation back 

to the user that sent the data is that the connection-oriented service guaran

tees to deliver aU data in the proper order, with no losses. Thus, normally the 

user needs no form of acknowledgment. K something goes wrong, the user is 

informed by means of the reset or disconnect functions, described later [33]. 

• LJR.ESET: 

This gets the connection back into its initial state. Data that was in transit 

at the time of the reset may be lost. The value of reason parameters indicates 

that the service was caused by protocol action (i.e., originated from the other 

station on PACnet) or by the local LLC protocol machine. If the latter is 

the case, then the value of this parameter indicates the cause which generated 

service. The values which indicate "remote protocol action" as the cause of the 

RESET must be interpreted as "cause unknown" since it is not possible for the 
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local LLC to know if the protocol was generated as a result of a remote LLC 

user request or an autonomous decision by the remote LLC provider. This 

is as a result of the independence of OSI layers which means that a service 

user has no knowledge of the structure of the layer providing the service and 

in particular the Data Link service user is not aware of the division between 

protocol machines providing the DL service [43] 

A user may need to perform a reset because it wishes to abort the current 

exchange without losing the connection, as in Figure 2.8. The service provider 

(i.e., LLC sublayer) may invoke a reset, Figure 2.9. Moreover, a reset attempt 

may fail, leading to termination of the connection. This can happen because 

the remote user refused the reset. Figure 2.10, or because the remote LLC 

entity did not respond. Figure 2.11 [33]. 

• L-CONNECTIONJFLOWCONTROL: 

The FLOWCONTROL primitives have only local significance and are related 

to a specific connection. The LJPLOWCONTROL.request primitive specifies 

the amount of data the user is prepared to accept from its local LLC protocol 

entity. Figure 2.12. The L_FLOWCONTROL.indication primitive specifies the 

amount of data the LLC protocol entity is prepared to accept from the user 

[33]. If the amount specified as zero, then the flow of data is stopped; if the 

amount is infinite, no flow control is to be applied on the connection. The 

amount of data allowed is dynamically updated by each request [41]. 

Termination services: 
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These deal with clearing or releasing of the logical connection following data transfer, 

and use the DISCONNECT primitive. 

e L_DISCONNECT: A connection could be cleared by either the local or re

mote peer network layer or by either of the LLC entities. A service provider 

may need to perform a disconnect if for some reason it experiences an unre-

coverable^yiure. The reason parameter is similar as in R^ET primitive; 

2.2.2.3 Acknowledged Connectionless Service 

This is a request-reply protocol, i.e., a half-duplex protocol, where the transmitter 

waits for an acknowledgment that the previous frame has arrived before sending the next. 

In other words, only one data unit at a time may be outstanding [43]. 

This service is described in [33, 45]. No changes has been suggested to be used for 

PACnet. This service is only available on the data channel. 

2.2.3 LLC/MAC Interface Service Specification 

This section specifies the services required of the PACnet MAC sublayer by the LLC to 

aUow the local LLC sublayer entity to exchange LLC data units with peer LLC sublayer 

entities. The primitives and parameters that define the PACnet MAC service is given in 

Table 2.3. A time sequence diagram illustrating their use is given in Figure 2.13. Each 

of these services is described in more detail below. 

• MA-DATA.request primitive; The MAC data request (MAJDATA.request) ser

vice is used by the local LLC entity to request the MAC entity to transmit frames. 
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to a single peer LLC entity or multiple peer LLC entities in case of group ad

dresses. As seen in Table 2.3, the set of parameters {destination.address, msdu, 

requested^erviceJype ) specifies one data unit. The destination.address may spec

ify either an individual or a group MAC address of destination NIU. The msdu 

specifies the service data unit to be transmitted by the MAC sublayer. The re-

questedservice-type is used to indicate whether the frame should be sent via the 

image channel, data channel or voice channel. This primitive can be generated in 

response to a request from higher layers of protocol. 

• MA-DATA.indication primitive: The MAC data indication (MA_DATA.indi-

cation) indicates a MAC frame has been received with an address match. This 

primitive informs the local LLC entity that frame are available for processing. The 

source and destination addresses specify MAC addresses. The msdu parameter 

shall specify the service data unit as received by the MAC entity. Each frame that is 

presented to the LLC entity has receptionstatus associated with it. This parameter 

consists of two elements, the first indicates the serviceJype of the incoming frame. 

Table 2.3. PACnet MAC Sublayer Service Primitives and Parameters 

Primitive Parameters 

MAJDATA.request 
MA_DATA.indication 
MA-DATA.response 
MA-DATA.confirm 

destination.address, msdu, requestedserviceJype 
destination-address, source-address, msdu, receptionstatus 
destination.address, msdu, acknowledgment 
msdu, transmissionstatus, providedservice.type 
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The second element reports the success or failure of the reception. If the frame is 

invalid, the reason for the error is reported as one of the following: 

1. length error: frame did not have valid data length. 

2. invalid FCS: calculated FCS does not match received FCS. 

3. internal error: an internal error prevents MAC from transferring the frame to 

LLC. 

• MA JDATA.response primitive: PACnet offers a confirmed service as the initia

tor receives confirmation that the requested service has had the desired effect at the 

other end. After receiving a MAJDATA.indication, the remote LLC entity responds 

to the initiator LLC by sending a MAC data response (MAJDATA.response). The 

destination-address is the MAC address of the NIU that initiated the request. The 

m-sdu specifies the service data unit received. However, the acknowledgment param

eter consists of three elements. The first element specifies the service-type, and the 

second specify the reported receptionstatus. The third element specifies whether 

the destination LLC entity acknowledges the request. 

LLC layer MAC layer 

MA_DATA.request 

MA DATA.confIrm 

Correspondent 

LLC layer 

MA DATA.Indication 

MA_DATA.response 

Figure 2.13. PACnet MAC Time Sequence of Service Primitives 
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• MAJDATA.confirm primitive: The confirm primitive is issued by the service 

provider (MAC sublayer in this case) to acknowledge or complete a procedure pre

viously invoked by a request by the service user (LLC sublayer). Furthermore, the 

MAC data confirm (MAJDATA.confirm) primitive is generated as a result of a re

sponse from the remote LLC sublayer. MAC will confirm the m^du acknowledged. 

The transmissionjstatus parameter indicates the success or the failure of the service 

provided as reported by the remote LLC entity. K the parameter is successful, this 

simply indicates that the MAC sublayer was successful in transmitting the service 

data unit on to the network medium and the remote LLC has received it correctly. 

The provided-serviceJype specifies whether the data was received via the image 

channel, data channel or voice channel. It is assumed that sufficient information is 

available to the LLC sublayer to associate the response with the appropriate request. 

2.3 Protocol Operation 

2.3.1 Image Data Exchange 

Transferring an image is a connection-oriented procedure and goes through the normal 

steps of establishing the connection, transfering data and releasing the connection. Es

tablishing the connection over the network has to go through several steps, as in Figure 

2.14. It is important to understand the use of terms initiator and responder which, wiU 

be used extensively in a later section. The initiator, as the name implies, is the node that 

initiates the process of image data transfer, whereas the responder is the other partner in 

the process responding to this request. The initiator can be a sender or a receiver of image 
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data. Similarly, the responder can be a receiver or a sender of image data. To clarify this 

subtle point, aji IE can initiate the transfer process to 'send' data from its buffer to the 

DBAS. The DBAS in this scenario is the responder and will 'receive' the data sent from 

the IE. However, a VW can initiate the transfer process to 'receive' image data from the 

DBAS. The DBAS in this case is the responder and wiU 'send' the requested data to the 

VW. 

The scenario shown here in Figure 2.14 describes the steps of transferring an image 

between an IE and the DBAS. The IE will initiate the request to send image data so wiU 

be referred to as the 'sender'. Whereas the DBAS will respond to the request to receive 

the data and wiU be referred to as the 'receiver' throught the example. 

Before describing the initial steps of transferring an image, few more terms will be ex

plained. UPPER stands for the upper layer using the network layer. The MAC sublayer 

provides the MA_DATA primitives to the LLC sublayer to carry the requests. However, 

the details of transferring data over the MAC are omitted for simplicity and clarity. Never

theless, a symbol (D) or (I) indicates whether the data is transmitted over the data packet 

or image channel. Similarly, in the primitive parameters, like request(I) or confirm(D), the 

letters I or D stand for the request service type. For example, L_CONNECT.request(I) 

means a request for establishing a connection over image channel; this request will be 

carried over the data packet channel to peer LLC. At the physical layer it shows, when 

necessary, important changes in the ring header unit attribute indication. In the header 

of a ring frame, the field called Unit Attribute Indication (UAI) has three flags stating 
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the condition of the Image Channel: Image Transmission Request (ITR), Image Unit 

Indication (lUI) and Image Transmission Terminated (ITT), as in Table 2.4. 

First, the sender issues a N_CONNECT.request(I) requesting the establishment of a 

connection over the network for transferring images. The sender's network layer attempts 

to establish an image logical link with the receiver by issuing L_CONNECT.request(I). 

When the MAC sublayer receives the request, it sets ITR, which means that nodes can 

only read data in the image region, (this is a feature of the adaptive variable frame size). 

The MAC then transfer the request over the data packet channel. The receiver's net

work layer, after receiving L_CONNECT.indication(I), issues N_CONNECT.indication(I) 

to the upper layer. Meanwhile, the sender attempts to establish a connection over data 

channel with the control station, L_CONNECT.request(D). Similarly, the receiver after 

receiving the request attempts to establish a connection with the CS. The sender, hcis 

established a connection with CS, sends his "image transfer request" to it. On the re

ceiver side, if it decides it is "ready to receive" the images, it responds from upper layers 

by N_CONNECT.response(I) which is transmitted over the connection to CS. CS now 

has the request from sender, and receiver ready indication, it queues the request to uti

lize the image channel. Requests are queued in a priority FIFO queue where priority 

Table 2.4. Unit Attribute Indication 

ITR lUI ITT meaning 
0 0 0 Image region used for data transmission 
1 0 0 Only read data in the image region 
1 1 0 Image region used for image transmission 
1 1 1 Last segment of image 
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is given to workstations whose buffer is full. When the request's turn comes, CS is

sues a "permission granted" to the receiver. Consequently, the receiver responds by the 

L_CONNECT.response(I) which notifies upper layers by N_CONNECT.confirm(I). 

Figure 2.15 describes the data trajisfer and connection release of the image transfer 

procedures. Once the connection over the network is established, the upper layers 

passes the N_DATA.request(I) to the network layer. The network layer uses the image 

logical link and issues L_DATA.request(I). The MAC sublayer then starts transmitting 

the image data after setting lUI, indicating that image region is to be used for image 

transmission. The receiving station then starts collecting the image when it finds lUI set 

to 1. 

At the end of image transmission the sending node requests the release of the image 

channel using the service primitive N_DISCONNECT.request(I). First, the link over im

age channel has to be released, using L_DISCONNECT.request(I). The MAC carries the 

request and setting the flag ITT. The receiving node detects this flag and understands 

that this was the last image segment so it stops reading from image channel. The sender 

releases the connection with CS, using LJDISCONNECT.request(D). Consequently, CS 

resets the flags or allocates the image channel to other queued requests. Similarly, the 

receiver releases its data connection with CS, ending the procedure for image transfer. 

2.3.2 Voice Data Exchange 

The procedure to exchange voice data is very similar to the previously described pro

cedure for exchanging image data, hence it will not be explained in great detail. 
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A node which communicates with other nodes shall receive or transmit voice data via 

a slot which has been granted by the control station. Each slot is characterized by a voice 

unit address and a slot number in that voice unit. A node can request two types >of calls: 

1. normal calls: which entail point-to-point communication between a pair of nodes, 

and 

2. conference calls: which consists of a limited number of nodes listening to each other. 

When a node wants to transmit voice data to another node (a normal call) it requests a 

connection from the control station. The receiver may be busy; this can be checked out by 

searching the voice exchange database. This database keeps track of voice slots and their 

users. The control station reserves two slots (one for each node) and notifies the receiver 

of the sender's request by control message "Voice Transmission Requested." The receiver 

may not be ready to answer the call (e.g., there is not an active node at that address). 

Other reasons for denial of transmission can include: a broken cable, a destination being 

busy, or no more bandwidth. If reception is approved, the receiver sends a packet back 

to the control station acknowledging the connection. If the connection is accepted, the 

control station sends a packet to sender specifying that "Voice Transmission Granted". 

The control station must provide the nodes involved in the calls: 

1. the voice unit address and slot number it can use to send voice data on, and 

2. the voice unit address and slot number it should listen to, or a list of addresses and 

numbers in case of a conference call. 

When a node wants to transmit voice data to a number of nodes (i.e., a conference 

call), it sends a request to the control station. This request contains the addresses of 
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nodes involved in connection. The control station need to reserve a slot for each node 

participating. A parallel conference speech control is recommended where all participants 

can speak simultaneously. Different scenarios of nodes busy or not ready to answer a call 

can be handled in many different ways which is left to the implementation. When any 

node is done (hangs up) it sends an "End of Voice" control message to control station, 

which passes the message to concerned nodes. 

2.3.3 Image Pointing Overlay Data Exchange 

The image pointing overlay data is generated by writing on the top of an image, on 

a viewing workstation display, using a special pen, a pad, a mouse or a trackball. The 

X-Y coordinate data is sampled, packetized and sent over Cnet to perspective destina

tion. When a voice connection is established, both nodes, the sender and the receiver 

expect to receive image pointing overly data. The X-Y coordinates of the image pointing 

overlay data is packetized and sent to destination in a separate package. Only an updated 

version of the writing is sampled and transmitted. The receiver workstation uses the X-Y 

coordinates to regenerate the overlay. 

Protocol operation using service primitives is shown in Figure 2.16. Once the voice 

connection is established the initiator establishes a data connection with the receiver. 

Then starts exchanging data, as described in Figure 2.16. After releasing the voice con

nection, the sender releases the connection. 
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2.4 Detection of Faulty Images 

An image is sent in segments over the image channel. In order to determine the 

correctness of image segments received, there must be a mechanism for checking incoming 

frames. An image frame check sequence denoted (image FCS) field, of two bytes in length, 

will be used for checking image data. The image FCS field is based on the CCITT-16 

generator polynomial of degree 16. The image data can be corrupted in many ways, only 

two of which will be addressed here. 

1. one simple error per segment: many image FCS indicating a large number of faulty 

segments, however these faults does not affect image quality. These faults should 

be ignored. 

2. one/few segment(s) totally corrupted: one/few image FCS indicating error, while 

thousands were correct. This may distort a specific location on the image and makes 

image quality unacceptable to the radiologist. 

A corrupted image FCS wiU be reported to the upper layer, which later decides whether 

to accept/reject this image segment. More research is required in this area to determine 

criteria for accepting/rejecting an image. This will affect overall system performance due 

to retransmissions. 

2.5 Fault Recovery 

PACnet is a highly reliable network, designed to offer robust service and tolerate local

ized failures. If a failure occurs, it is imperative that the network reconfigure successfuly 

without adversly affecting the normal operation. PACnet utilizes a distributed recovery 
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control algorithm over a dual ring axchitecture. In this distributed recovery control, each 

node will participate in reconfiguring the ring in order to achieve fast recovery. The 

aJgorithm provides robust coverage against physical fiber link and node failures, so the 

network only suffers a graceful degradation in performance. 

The dual ring consists of a primary and a secondary fiber ring. The unidirectional 

propagation of signal from node to node provides a basis for detecting certain types of 

network faults [46]. A description of the algorithm foUows in cases of a cut in one fiber 

ring (single link failure); a cut in the dual ring (double link failure); and a node failure. 

During normal operation each NIU monitors the network attempting to detect a failure. 

If a failure in the ring is suspected, the NIU will check for a single link failure and attempt 

to continue operation using one fiber link. K this also fails then the NIU will assume a 

double link failure and enact a corrective measure by participating in folding the ring, as 

shown in Figure 2.17. 

If the NIU detects 16 consecutive QUIET symbols it assumes a single link failure and 

switches transmission/reception to the secondary fiber. The NIU stays in this transmit on 

secondary state waiting to receive data from the adjacent node. If no data is received on 

the secondary fiber the the NIU assumes a double link failure and goes into the loop-back 

state. 

The control station also monitors the ring. When it receives the QUIET symbols it 

gets into the transmit on secondary state. Once into this state, it waits for a period of 

time equivalent to the time it takes a token to circulate around the ring. Subsequently, 

it sends a "beacon frame" on the secondary ring. If the beacon frame circulates in the 
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network and is received correctly then the control station will initialize the network to 

resume normal operation using the secondary fiber. However, if control station does not 

receive a correct beacon frame back it assumes a double link failure. In this case, control 

station transmits a "loop back frame" on the primary fiber ring. The node near the failure 

is in loop back state as previously indicated. Thus the loop back frame will return to 

control station via secondary fiber indicating the fault location. Consequently, control 

station sends another "loop back frame" on the secondary fiber. The node at the other 

side of the fault, which is in loop back state, will return the frame on primary fiber. 

Upon reception of this frame, control station initializes the reconfigured ring and resumes 

operation. 

If the node fails, it should be isolated from the ring. This is done by an optical bypass 

switch at the physical layer of the NIU, which provides an optical bypass path [47]. This 

path allows signals from preceding stations to travel to the next station. 



Figure 2.17. Ring Folding 
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CHAPTER 3 

PACNET PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

3.1 Model Representation Using SANs 

As seen previously, a modern picture archiving and communication system is a com

plex distributed system, and is expensive to construct and test. Consequently, a PACS is 

difficult to evaluate with respect to stated performance requirements. Traditional com

puter evaluation methods, such as queueing networks, do not suffice for evaluating PACS 

network designs due to their inability to handle the complex interactions present in PACS 

protocols. Stochastic extensions to Petri nets [48, 49], on the other hand, are suitable 

for such a system due to "lower-level" model components. We use a paxticular stochastic 

extension, known as "stochastic activity networks". They have been used to evaluate 

a wide range of systems, from a self-checking self-correcting memory system [50], to an 

IEEE 802.4 token bus network for factory applications [51] and a passive star network for 

PACS [52]. 

This performance evaluation study is concerned with overall performance of PACnet in 

a hospital environment. The layer interactions, as previously described, were abstracted 

in order to develop SAN models for PACnet. The abstraction includes aspects of the 

protocol such as the phases of a connection-oriented transfer. However, other aspects 
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of the protocol were ignored since they add to the complexity of the model, such as the 

probability of rejecting a connection or node/ring failure. A description of the abstraction, 

the models, and its detailed mapping to PACnet protocol is given in this chapter. 

In this study, PACnet was tested at different ring speeds, and with an increasing 

number of a variety of nodes connected. Certain performance variables were investigated, 

including the channel utilization and response times. The variables reflect the efficiency 

of using demand assignment for extra bandwidth of PACnet under PACs workload. This 

chapter first briefly explains the modeling method: stochastic activity networks. Later, a 

description of PACnet component models, PACnet protocol mapping to models, modeling 

assumptions, and assumed workload. Finally, the performance variables are investigated 

and their significance is discussed in detail. 

3.2 Stochastic Activity Networks 

Stochastic activity networks are well suited for PACS evaluation, and hence, used in 

this study. While no attempt is made here to fully describe stochastic activity networks, 

we briefly review their basic aspects in order to aid in understanding the models developed 

in the following section. 

A SAN structure consists of several primitives, namely activities, cases, places, and 

gates [53, 54, 55]. Timed activities (eg., arr-request and pass-token in Figure 3.1), are 

activities of the modeled system whose durations are of importance to the system's ability 

to perform. Each timed activity has an activity time distribution function associated with 

it. Instantaneous activities, (eg., arr.request and pass-token in Figure 3.1), are activities 
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of the modeled system whose durations are of no importance to the system's ability 

to perform, hence these durations axe neglected. A timed activity may have cases 

associated with it (eg. the three hollow dots on the activity get.frame). These cases help 

determine the next state assumed upon completion of this activity. These cases have a 

probability distribution who may depend on the global marking of the network. Places 

(eg., this.node-1) play the same role as in Petri nets. An output gate (eg., save.gate), is 

a tool to define completion rules of activities; whereas an input gate (eg., txgate) allows 

definition of enabling rules of activities. 

SANs can be solved by both simulation and analysis, depending on the system char

acteristics. The simulation solver shouold be used if the system investigated has non-

exponential activities, or the size of the system is very large. A software package called 

METASAN [29] ^ , was effective in evaluating the SAN models of PACnet. 

3.3 PACnet Models 

3.3.1 Modeling Assumptions 

The flexibility of SANs makes for a natural choice for modeling a picture archiving 

and communication systems. However, before such a SAN model can be constructed, 

the particular PACS design to be evaluated must be described in detail. Moreover, the 

workload, under which the system is assumed to operate, must be specified. In particular, 

we assume a PACS network design of the type described in Chapter 2, with four network 

component types: imaging equipment, viewing workstations, DBAS and a control station. 

^METASAN is a lettered Trademark of the Industrial Technology Institute. 
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As per the concept of a totally digital radiology depaxtment [5], we assume that the 

PACS will cover the entire hospital. This configuration consists of a dual ring, imaging 

equipment, several viewing workstations, a single DBAS and a control station, as shown 

in Figure 2.1. 

It is assumed that each workstation has sufficient memory to store the entire exam

ination. Also, it is assumed that the rate of sending requests for a viewing workstation 

is equal to a peice of imaging equipment, the difference being the amount of data trans

ferred. Here, a connection request means that the viewing workstation requests the DBAS 

to send it a number of images. 

For the current study, we ignore the migration algorithms and consider the DBAS as 

a fast storage device. Moreover, we consider that there is sufficient buffer space at each 

DBAS to enable it to handle multiple retrieval and storage requests without delay. Image 

retrieval time is considered negligible in this study, thus it can be added easily. It is also 

assumed that requested images are available in the DBAS main storage and no images 

need need to be retreived from an archive. However, a small delay is associated with 

processing requests at the DBAS simulating the thinking time at the DBAS. 

The image channel is a circuit switched channel used for transferring images between 

PACS nodes. The network manager, which resides in our model at the control station, 

maintains a record of transfer requests in a FIFO queue. The Inet channel is allocated to 

one node at a time, which may transfer a number of images. Image sizes differ according 

to the size of film used for a procedure. 
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3.3.2 Token Passing Channel, Imaging Equipment and Viewing Work

stations 

The SAN model of a node and the data packet channel are given in Figure 3.1. This 

node may be a piece of imaging equipment, or a viewing workstation. The requesLarr 

activity represents an arrival of a request from an upper layer. Consequently, the request 

will wait in place queue. Upon arrival of a token (right-to-transmit), it is placed, by the 

previous node, in place thisjnode.1. When this occurs, and the queue is empty, the gate 

pass.gate activates the passJoken activity, simulating the token passing action, by placing 

the token into the next node's this-node-2. However, if the queue is not empty, txgate 

initiates frame transmission via activity get-frame. This instantaneous activity represents 

the handling of the request. The cases associated with it determine the probability of 

each type of request. The request can be of three types: a request to transfer image data, 

a request to establish a voice connection, or a request to transmit image pointing overlay, 

or patient data. 

The activities framel and fraTne2 represent the transmission of a data packet over the 

data packet channel, while the place data.channel is marked busy. The request to transfer 

image data is associated with a Ccise on activity get.frame. The choice of this case leads to 

the transmission of framel and placement of tokens in image-queue-nm and IQ-RVST.nm 

as an indication of image transfer request. Moreover, the control station and DBAS are 

notified by placement of tokens in cs-pl, mdh-pl. Another case on activity get-frame is 

concerned about requests to establish a voice connection. This leads to the transmission 

of framel. These two requests share the same frame since they are assumed to have the 
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same packet size. SAN tokens are placed at cs_pfa,nd the receiver mdb.pl in order to evoke 

their response. 

The speed of transmission over the data packet channel may vary depending on the 

absence of image, or voice, traffic. In this dynamic aUccation, the data packet chaimel 

may use extra bandwidth usually used for image, or voice, transmission. The place speed 

will serve as an indicator for the availability of image chajinel to be used for data packet 

transmission. The marking of speed place is an element in the formula determining the 

speed of Cnet and the time required to transmit a packet over it (see the tables in the 

Appendix A for details). The node can transmit more than one data packet per token 

holding. The tokeri-holdingJimer is not modeled in a node to keep the model as simple 

as possible. Since early models and runs reflected a short queue length. 

In the early stages of the modeling process, the trial simulation runs indicated that 

a considerable amount of simulation CPU time was wasted in simulation of the token 

circulating an idle ring. This part of the simulation does not contribute to the results. To 

eliminate this unproductive part of the simxdation, the token is does not circulate when 

the nodes have nothing to transmit. Consequently, whenever any node has a packet to 

transmit, the token is again released and circulates the ring freely. 

The mechanism by which this is done is now discussed. After the activity pass-token 

is finished and the node is about to pass the token to the next node, the save-gate 

checks for any node having any packet to transmit. This is done by examining the place 

keep-going. The keep-going place is an indication that a node has a packet in its queue 

to be transmitted. Hence, if keep-going is not empty, the token is passed. Otherwise, 
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the token is saved in place save until a node has a packet to transmit. When requesLarr 

indicates the arrival of a request and puts an entry in queue, it puts a token in keep.going 

place. If a token was saved, then the activateJoken generates a token in thisjnodeA. A 

newly generated token is always started from thisjnodeA and circulates untill it reaches the 

node with a packet to transmit. Thus, in order to achieve accurate results, measurements 

of queue lengths were taken at nodes in the middle of the ring; i.e., at equal distance 

from nodeA and the last node, since we are considering expected values. This mechanism 

to save simulation time is not part of the node structure, and is attached only to node 

number 1. That is, only station number 1 has this mechanism and all others do not. 

Activity time distributions, gate functions and predicates for this SAN can be found in 

Appendix A. 

Imaging equipment and viewing workstations are identical with respect to medium 

access method, but differ in their relative frequency of message types. Thus, the SAN 

models for both equipment types are similar, differing only in the probabilities assigned to 

each message type. We consider two types of viewing workstations: simple and extended. 

The characteristics of the simple viewing workstation, which are located in the offices of 

referring physicians, are similar to that of the imaging equipment. They will be used 

as a "digital lightbox" [24]. The physicians need to see the most current set of images 

for the patient, to verify the diagnosis made by the radiologist. The extended viewing 

workstations are located in the radiology department and exhibit different characteristics. 

They are equipped with special hardware and used by radiologists to make a careful first 

analysis of an image. The two types of viewing workstations differ in the probability of 
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generating an image transmission connect request, image pointing overlay data and the 

number of images transmitted per folder request. The parameter values used will be given 

when the workload of PACS is discussed. 

3.3.3 Database Archive System and Control Station 

The DBAS and CS exhibit the same behavior when accessing Cnet. Hence, the two 

models are identical with the exception of the number of packets generated per response. 

The DBAS model will be explained in detail. The SAN model of the DBAS and its 

connection to Cnet is given in Figure 3.2. The DBAS is similar to a node model with a 

few differences, one being the addition of the tokenJioldingMmer. This timer was added 

since the database and control station were anticipated to generate more packets over 

Cnet than any other node. The addition of the timer wiU ensure that these two nodes 

will cease transmission after a set amount of time and release the token. If the DBAS 

queue is not empty, then the tokenJioldingJ,imer is started and txgate initiates frame 

transmission via activity frameJx. The DBAS can transmit more than one data packet 

per token holding, although it is limited by the tokenJiolding.timer. K the timer expires, 

the DBAS wiU immediately pass the token after finishing the transmission of the current 

packet. 

Another difference lies in the generation of responses to different nodes in the network. 

Packets coming from nodes and having reached the DBAS, wiU be available in mdb.pl. 

This activates activity thinking, which represents the "thinking" process at the DBAS 

before sending the proper response. After the thinking period, the DBAS is ready to 
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respond and has the response in queue. The response is transmitted over Cnet in a 

process similar to the one explained in the token passing subsection. Note that activity 

get.frame has no cases associated with it, since the DBAS responds with only one type 

frame-tx of packets. 

3.3.4 Image Channel 

The model of the image channel is given in Figure 3.3. In this model, the control 

station receives requests from nodes over the data packet channel and queues them in 

image-queue-nm. The activity arrJmage removes requests from the queue and chooses 

the type of request to serve (IQ JEjim vs. IQ-RVSTjim), depending on queue lengths of 

each request type. Each request involves the transfer of a number of images that depends 

on whether the request was from an imaging equipment or a viewing workstation. The case 

probabilities associated with the instantaneous activities swJtVST and sw.IE determine 

the number of images transferred per request. Sinailarly, the case probabilities associated 

with the instantaneous activity swJmage wiU determine the size of image transferred. The 

activities Imagel, Image2, ImageS and Image4 represent the transmission time of each 

type of image on the image channel. The place image.channeLnm represents the image 

channel. If there are tokens in the channel place, the channel is busy transferring images, 

otherwise it is idle. The output gate clear-image is responsible for resetting the image 

channel after a request is completed. Whenever an image is transferred, a token is placed 

in place speed. This simulates the ITR flag in the ring header. Thus, the data packet 

channel wiU reduce to a minimum. However, when there are no image transmission, speed 
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place wiU be cleared indicating that the data packet channel can use the extra available 

bandwidth. 

3.3.5 Voice Channel 

In our model, we consider that the number of established voice connections is equal to 

half the number of available nodes, i.e., all the nodes are engaged in voice conversation. 

Furthermore, whenever a node hangs up, we assume that another node establishes a 

voice connection immediately. The probability that a node sends a request over Cnet 

to establish a voice connection is determined by the cases associated with the activity 

get-frame in Figure 3.1. This simulates the traffic on Cnet generated by the requests for 

voice connections. Moreover, when the number of attached nodes to the ring is varied, 

the bandwidth occupied by voice channel is changed. This reflects on the bandwidth 

dynamically allocated to the data packet channel, and is realized in the time it takes to 

transmit a data packet get.frame. 

3.3.6 PACnet Protocol Mapping to SAN Models 

Chapter 2 was concerned with the PACnet protocol definition and described the steps 

required to establish a connection for transfer image data. This section describes the 

correspondence between the description of protocol operation and the SAN models built 

for the evaluation study. It is important to understand that, in this particular model, we 

are interested in the average steady-state values of the performance variables. Hence, the 

focus is on the number of packets exchanged and its load on the channel, rather than the 
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sequence of exchange. As a consequence, the PACnet protocols which describe sequences 

of exchange are lumped into SAN ctivities which result in probabilistic behaviour. These 

different exchanges result in different delays at the queues. Later, in our calculations, 

we assumed worse expected delay. In the model, the DBAS is considered to be the 

responder and an IE, or WS, as the initiator. As previously indicated, the initiator is a 

node initiating the request to transfer image data. It can be an IE, requesting to transfer 

the contents of its buffer; or it can be a WS, requesting to receive a folder of images 

from the DBAS. In both cases, the DBAS is the responder. It responds to the IE to 

receive its data, or it responds to WS to send it the requested data. Figure 3.4 illustrates 

the idea behind mapping the protocol into SANs in a very simplified manner. This 

figure shows the ring and different nodes attached to it, and a simplified scenario of nodes 

transmitting over the logical channels Cnet and Inet as it was modeled in SANs. In 

this SAN modeling, the direction of transmission over the channels is unimportant. The 

"request" in the figure represents a request for the image channel, and is generated by 

the initiator. The initiator transmits all the packets, i.e. PACnet primitives, it heis to 

send over Cnet as specified in the three phases of image data transfer. Second, the DBAS 

and CS receive the indication of image transfer request simultaneously, whUe the initiator 

is still transmitting its packets. They, in turn, transmit over Cnet all of the packets of 

the phases as described in protocol definition. Meanwhile, the request is queued in image 

queue and image data will be transmitted over Inet in turn. 

A detailed mapping of PACnet protocol to the SAN model at the initiator side is given 

in Figure 3.5. In this example, the initiator is sending image data to the responder 
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Figures 2.14 and 2.15, whereas the lower part shows the corresponding SAN model. Note 

that the sequences of primitives in PACnet represent activities and events in the SAN 

models. In this figure, the activity request.arr represents the arrival of a packet to be 

transmitted over Cnet from an upper layer. This packet wUl wait in the node's queue for 

a token (right-to-transmit) axrival. At the time of transmission, the cases associated with 

get-frame determine the probability of the packet being an image transfer request. When 

it happens, this simulates an N.CONNECT.request. However, the node wiU transmit 

over Cnet a number of packets equivalent to the number of packets specified in the upper 

part of the figure. In this abstraction, the N-CONNECT.confirm(I) is not not explic

itly modeled, and we assume that each N.CONNECT.request wUl not be rejected. The 

primitive NJDISCONNECT.request(I), is also not explicitly specified in the model. The 

image channel wiU be released after a certain amount of image data is transferred. This 

is specified at the control section of the image channel depending on the sender's identity 

(IE vs. WS) according to average traffic previously calculated. Using this abstraction, 

the data channel and image channel stiU experience the same average amount of load as 

if more detail were included. 

The responder (receiver) portion of protocol is mapped to SAN model in Figure 3.6. 

A SAN token in mdb-pl simulates the receiver getting an N.CONNECT.indication. Af

ter a processing time, thinking, the receiver issues an N_CONNECT.response which will 

wait in mdb queue for a token arrival. Then mdb get-frame corresponds to the receiver 

N_CONNECT.response which is followed by the transmission of a number of packets 
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frameJx over Cnet simulating the load generated by the receiver on Cnet. Similar to the 

senders' model, the receiver does not explicitly model the primitive N_DISCONNECT.indi-

cation(I), i.e., the disconnetion of image connection, for the same reasons. 

The control station part of the protocol over Cnet and its mapping to SAN model is 

given in Figure 3.7. The control station receives requests to establish a connection over 

the data channel from the sender and the receiver. These axe modeled by placing a SAN 

token in place cs.pl. The activity frameJx simulates the load generated by CS on Cnet 

throughout the process of image data transfer. The control station queues the request 

and grants the permission to transmit images. This portion of the protocol is described 

in Figure 3.8. In this figure, a token in image-queue-nm simtilates the queueing of 

the request at control station. The request wiU wait in this queue, where the activity 

arr-image denotes the allocation of the image-channeLnm to this request. A token in 

IQJE-fim will indicate the owner of the transfer request. Thus, the cases associated 

with sw-IE decide the number of images to be transferred and the cases associated with 

swJmage decide the type of images (sizes) transmitted. This detemines the length of 

time that Inet wiU be occupied transferring images for this request. When the image 

transmission is finished, the stopJmage simulates disconnection of the connection and 

clears image-channeLnm making it ready for another transfer. 

3.4 Overall Model 

In each simulation run, as shown in Figure 3.9, there was a single database, a single 

control station, five extended viewing workstations and a number of imaging equipment 
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and simple viewing work stations attached to the ring. The number of active imaging 

equipment and simple viewing workstation was varied in each scenario. The total 

number of nodes was varied from 20 to 95. This allowed us to see the effect of increasing 

the number of active nodes on PACnet, as might be the case in a hospital environment. 

Through the day more simple viewing workstations, used by referring physicians, be

come active and start requesting patient information and image folders. Thus, we can 

find the upper boundary on the number of simultaneous active nodes that PACnet wiU 

accommodate, while providing acceptable performance. 

3.4.1 PACS Workload 

We now describe the workload postulated for PACnet. We realize that when the 

PACS is introduced it will change the operating practices of radiology departments. An 

educated guess is that the data-flow volume and utilization wiU be increased by the 

PACS [5]. Furthermore, in the graph in Figure 3.10, which was derived from the raw 

data, taken in 1985, of [6], we see the expected traffic over the network by year 1989 (the 

gray line), assuming an annual growth rate of 10%. The traffic change between 1985 

and 1989 is attributed to the increasing number of patients treated and the expansion of 

the radiology department by installing additional equipment. This 10% growth rate per 

year was estimated by the University of Arizona Radiology Department. Traffic patterns 

change over days of the week and also over hours of the day. Note that in Figure 3.10, 

a considerable volume of traffic takes place between 1-4 p.m. with a peak around 2:30 

p.m. This peak reaches 300 Mbytes per 15 minute time interval. This is an average of 
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20 Mbytes per minute, which is equivalent to (2-3) image transfers per minute. A PACS 

design should thus be able to handle three requests per minute. A request may specify 

more than two image transfers, as previously indicated, per imaging equipment or viewing 

workstation. 

3.4.2 Assumed Workload 

AH requests transmitted over Cnet are generated as a Poisson process. There are three 

types of requests, the first relating to a request for transfer of images, the second, to 

request establishing a voice connection and the third to requests for transfer of image 

pointing overlay data or patient information. Imaging equipment and simple viewing 

workstations are assumed to send requests according to the probability given in Table 

3.1. The number of images transmitted per image transfer request and corresponding 

probability is given in Table 3.2. However, aji extended viewing workstation is assumed 

to have different characteristics and generates requests according to the probabilities in 

Table 3.3. The extended viewing workstation generates more image pointing overlay 

data since radiologists wiU participate more in conferences investigating images with other 

colleagues or referring physicians. In our simulation, we assume that a radiologist, at an 

extended viewing workstation, requests 4, 6, 8 or 12 images per folder, according to the 

probabilities given in Table 3.4. The mean time between requests was assumed to be 

30 seconds, for all types of equipment. Multiple image sizes are also considered. 

To determine the sizes and relative frequencies of image types, we examined the raw 

data of [6]. Four image sizes were observed with the relative frequencies given in Table 
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Table 3.1. Message Types Transmitted by Imaging Equipment and Simple Viewing Work
stations over the Data Packet Channel 

Message Type Length Fraction of Messages 
(in bytes) of this Type 

image connect request 100 .94 
voice connect request 100 .02 

image pointing overlay 500 .04 
and patient information 

Table 3.2. Number of Images Transmitted per request from Imaging Equipment and 
Simple Viewing Workstations 

Number of Images Fraction of Total Requests 

2 
4 

o
 o

 

Table 3.3. Message Types Transmitted by Extended Workstations over the Data Packet 
Channel 

Message Type Length Fraction of Messages 
(in bytes) of this Type 

image connect request 100 .5 
voice connect request 100 .1 

image pointing overlay 500 .4 
and patient information 

Table 3.4. Number of Images Transmitted per Folder Request from Extended Worksta
tions 

Number of Images Fraction of Total Requests 

4 .40 
6 .40 
8 .15 

12 .05 
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Table 3.5. Size and Frequency of Request of Different Image Types 

Image Type Length Fraction of Images 
(in bits) of this Type 

1 2048 X 2048 X 12 .60 
2 1609 X 1688 X 12 .15 
3 1462 X 1448 X 12 .22 
4 1170 X 1204 X 12 .03 

3.5. In a]l cases, we assume no image compression is done, and that full images 

are sent back and forth. AH the transmissions are assumed to be done at the NIU to 

NIU level. The delays associated with passing a request to, or an image from, an upper 

layer is not considered. The speed of the ring was varied from 200 to 500 Mbps. In 

each run all the nodes attached to the ring engaged in voice conversation. The data 

packet channel was guaranteed a minimum of 1 Mbps, and dynamically made use of 

extra bandwidth temporarily available when the image chajinel was idle or with extra 

available voice bandwidth. 

3.4.3 Performance Variables 

The objective of any PACS design should be to meet the user's requirements rather 

than pressing the user into the template of a PACS design driven solely by technology 

[56]. Careful choice of the performance variables is necessary, to ensure that the needs of 

the user are met. In the context of this study, we estimate expected total response time to 

deliver a 50 Mbit image, the expected delay experienced when requesting a voice channel, 

expected image pointing overlay data delay, expected Cnet queue length at DBAS and 
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control station, expected Inet queue length, and the utilization of Inet and Cnet. The 

derivation of these variables is discussed in greater detail below. 

3.4.3.1 Expected Response Time and Delays 

The success of the design depends on its acceptance by the most demanding and critical 

users, radiologists and referring physicians. As an example, the users are concerned with 

the total response time, which is the time between issuing a request for a patient's folder 

and the arrival of the first image. In order to estimate this time, one must understand 

the constituent PACS actions which must be executed to achieve an image transfer. The 

total response time is made up of several delays induced by the protocol, as previously 

explained. First, it involves the waiting time in a Cnet queue at the requesting node, 

receiver and control station. Second, there is the packet transmission time over Cnet. In 

addition, there is the waiting time at the Inet queue until the image network is available. 

Finally, when the response packet reaches the requesting NIU, it begins transmitting the 

image, adding the image transmission time to the total response time. 

To determine the average delay associated with each action, one needs to estimate 

the average length of the queue of requests for the action, the expected time between 

completions of service requests, and apply Little's result [57]. In a SAN model, a queue 

is represented by a place, and frames in that queue are represented by tokens in the 

place. The average queue length can then be determined by monitoring the average 

marking (number of tokens) in the place over time. The arrival of frames to a queue is 

modeled by the completion of an activity. In the case of Inet, the instantaneous activity 
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arrJmage completes each time the transmission of a group of images begins. In a work 

conserving system, the rate of arrival is equal to the rate of departure, mean time between 

completions of transmission of a group of images is the mean time between completions 

of arrJmage, which can be easily estimated. Furthermore, for the case of Cnet queue at 

CS, the mean time between arrivals of requests (arrivals of tokens to place queue) is the 

reciprocal of the rate of the exponential activity request.arr. 

3.4.3.2 Channel Utilization 

While total response time may be the most important measure of performance to a 

user, the utilization of the PACS is an important measure to the system designer. The 

percentage of utilization of Inet and Cnet, as a function of workload, is therefore an 

important performance nieasure. Utilization is measured by the percentage of time the 

channel is busy, i.e. the fraction of time place image.channeLnm contains a token. The 

utilization of Inet may be used to determine the workload at which the system becomes 

unstable. The percentage utilization of Cnet reflects the feasibility of using token passing 

as a channel arbitration scheme. Cnet utilization is the fraction of total time that a valid 

packet is present on the channel, i.e., the fraction of time a the place data.channel is 

marked busy. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EVALUATION RESULTS 

The results of the solution of the stochastic activity network PACS model are reported 

in this section. We compute the expected total response time to deliver a 50 Mbit image, 

the expected delay for a voice request over Cnet, the expected image pointing overlay 

data delay, the utilization of Inet, and utilization of Cnet. 

METASAN was used as the evaluation tool. Simulation was chosen as the solution 

method [29]. Multiple simulation runs v.'ere conducted, where the mean time between 

requests (consisting of image transfer requests, voice connection requests, image pointing 

overlay data, or requests for patient information) was 30 seconds. The number of active 

nodes attached to the ring varied between 20 and 95 nodes, and the ring speed varied 

between 200-500 Mbps. All results are reported at a confidence level of 90% with an 

interval with a relative half width of 0.1, i.e. with 0.90 probability, the actual value of 

each performance variable lies within ± 10% of the reported value. 

4.1 Response Times 

4.1.1 Image Request Delay 

In a previous section, the process of transferring a group of images from imaging 

equipment was explained. Different delays were estimated in order to calculate the total 
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response time to deliver a 50 Mbit image, and average queues' lengths were estimated. 

One of the important queues to estimate is the queue for requests waiting to use the 

image channel. The total response time equals the sum of the time required to trajismit 

the image over Inet, the queueing time at CS waiting for a free Inet, the time to transmit 

all the data packets over Cnet until the connection is established, and the queueing times 

at the node, DBAS, and CS. As depicted in Figure 4.1, the queueing delay at the Inet 

queue rises sharply when the number of nodes increases. However, under the offered load, 

the system was able to deliver the first image within a reasonably short time. The 

expected total delay for delivery of a 50 Mbit image is given in Figure 4.2. 

4.1.2 Voice Request Delay 

The data packet channel, which was expected to be a bottleneck, proved to take good 

advantage of the dynamic allocation scheme. To establish a voice connection, a node 

has to go through steps similar to establishing an image data transfer connection, as was 

previously explained. The expected time to establish a voice connection equals the sum of 

the expected times to transmit the data packets over Cnet, the expected queueing time at 

node, receiver and CS. One critical time is the delay at CS which controls the allocation 

of voice slots. The expected Cnet queue length at the CS is shown in Figure 4.3. Note 

the small queue length, which grows almost linearly with the increment in the number 

of nodes. It was found that the queue length at an individual viewing workstation or 

piece of imaging equipment was extremely small. This is attributed to the use of adaptive 

dynamic assignment which enabled Cnet to use the extra bandwidth of the unused image 
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and voice channels. The delay over the data packet channel was small under the offered 

loading, as in Figure 4.4. Once the voice connection is established, voice is transmitted 

over the voice channel at a rate of 64 kbps per connection. We find the expected delay 

for a voice connection is well below 32 milliseconds at the time when 95 nodes attached 

to the ring are engaged in voice communication. This shows that the protocol can easily 

handle voice communication under the loads stated. 

4.1.3 Image Pointing Overlay Data Delay 

The image pointing overlay data also benefited from the dynamic allocation of extra 

bandwidth. This data needs to reach the destination in a timely manner. Only the update 

data were packetized and transmitted. In our simulation, we assumed a 500 byte packet. 

The results of the simulation runs show the small amount of time it takes to transmit 

this packet. The time is bounded between 4 - 5 ms regardless of the number of nodes in 

or speed of the network, and hence not plotted. However, the tabular results are given in 

Appendix B. Thus, no flickering wiU appear on the screen. 

4.2 Channel Utilization 

4.2.1 Image Channel Utilization 

The utilization of the image channel as a function of number of nodes and at different 

ring speeds is shown in Figure 4.5. The image channel utilization increased, as ex

pected, with increasing the number of nodes. However, looking only at the image channel 

utilization as an indication of the ring's capacity to accommodate more active nodes can 
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be misleading. This should be examined inconjunction with the figure representing the 

queue length for the image channel and the expected total delay. These iigures show 

a sharp increase in the delay time for delivering a 50 Mbit image as the queue length 

increases sharply. The system may not be able to deliver the image within an acceptable 

time frame, although the channel has not yet reached saturation. 

4.2.2 Data Channel Utilization 

Cnet had a low utilization under all workload scenarios. This is due to the extremely 

light demands placed on the channel and the dynamic allocation of surplus available band

width. The TDM/DA allowed the data packet channel to expand and use the available 

bandwidth when not utilized for image or voice transmission. The utilization of the data 

packet channel is shown in Figure 4.6. The utilization was, however, affected by increas

ing the number of active nodes attached to the ring. As shown, the utilization was not 

significantly affected by the change in ring speed. 

4.3 Overall Assessment 

After examining the results, it is found that PACnet, running at 500 Mbps, was able 

to support 95 nodes with reasonable delays associated with requests. While the image 

channel was considerably utilized, the data packet channel was under utilized. This 

suggests the ability to transfer new types of data. Some types of data, like reports 

coming from hospital information system, will increase the utilization of Cnet, without 

affecting the delays over the channel. However, the introduction of multiple databases 
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which exchange directories on a reg\ilar basis warrants a new study of their impact on 

Cnet. The dynamic allocation of extra available bandwidth, although implemented in our 

simulation, did not affect the results considerably. The is due to the light loading over 

Cnet, since Cnet is the main beneficiary of it. However, the introduction of more data 

types over Cnet will definitely show the importance of this adaptive scheme. Consequently, 

delays over Cnet are expected to change when the ring speed is changed. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

A successful PACS system will increase the diagnostic accuracy by providing image 

processing tools for image manipulation, and easy access to old studies as well as current 

studies for comparison purposes. Furthermore, a successful PACS system will preclude 

loss of images and diagnostic reports, and reduce turnaround time for image interpreta

tion. 

5.1 Summary 

In this thesis, using the ISO/OSI reference model as a guide, we extended the defi

nition of the data link layer of PACnet. Service primitives and parameters were defined 

for the two constituent sublayers: logical link control and medium access control sublay

ers. Moreover, multiple scenarios of protocol operation were described. These scenarios 

covered transmission over the image channel and data packet channel with a busy voice 

channel. Furthermore, a description is given for fault recovery algorithms in the cases of 

a single link failure and double link failure. In addition, error detection in images is a 

new research area which determines the effect of error rate on image quality. 
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For the evaluation study, SAN models were built for the network components and 

simulation runs were made. In these models, we were interested in the average steady-

state values of the performance variables. As a consequence, the PACnet protocols which 

describe sequences of exchange are lumped into SAN activities which result in probabilistic 

behavior. The number of nodes in the network was varied from 20 to 95. The ring 

speed was vajied to reach an upper boundary on the number of simultaneously active 

nodes. PACnet used TDM/DA to perform very efficiently under the offered load utilizing 

suggested channel allocations. The total delay time remained good until Inet utilization 

became extremely large. Moreover, although only 1 Mbps was guaranteed to Cnet, the 

dynamic use of available bandwidth reduced the packet delay over Cnet to a noticeable 

small amount. Hence, the requests delay over Cnet was small, enabling voice connection 

request and image pointing overlay data to be delivered in a timely manner. In all 

simidations, all nodes engaged in voice communication, and we see that the introduction of 

voice data did not affect the total response time noticeably. In summary, the results show 

the utility of the three channel approach to designing PACS networks, and, additionally, 

that this ring based design performs very well. 

5.2 Future Work 

A distributed database system spread among different departments in a hospital should 

be evaluated. In the distributed database system, databases have finite buffer space with 

a signifiicajit storage/retrieval overbead. Furthermore, different migration algorithms can 
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be evaluated and their impact on the system's overall performance can be studied. Fi

nally, dilFerent methods to interconnect multiple rings should be studied carefully. The 

interconnection of rings can be achieved via a backbone network (FDDI, ISDN) or via 

gateways. It would be interesting to determine the performance of PACnet in a multi

ple hospital, multiple interconnected rings and multiple distributed DBAS environment. 

These options should be studied carefully to realize a successful PACS design for a totally 

digital radiology environment. 
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Table A.l. Activity Paxameters for Imaging Equipment and Viewing Workstation SAN 

Activity Rate Probability Activity Rate 
case 1 case 2 case 3 

request.arr exp(A) - - -

get-frame inst IMAGE-
PROB 

VOICE-
PROB 

OVERLAY. 
PROB 

passJtoken exp(PROPAGATE) - - -

framel determ((Framel Jength) / 
(INET.SPEED * (! MARK(speed)) 
+DATA^PEED)) 

frame2 determ((Frame2 Jength) / 
(INET.SPEED * (! MARK(speed)) 
+DATA.SPEED)) 

Table A.2. Input Gate Parameters for lE/VWS SAN 

Gate Enabling Predicate Function 

tx-gate (MARK(tftis-node-) > 0 
and MARK(gwe«e) > 0 
and MARK(fa;/ramel) == 0 
and MARK(<xfframe2) == 0) 

MARK(gue«e) ; 
MARK(keep-going) —; 
MARK(data-channel) =1; 

pass-gate (MARK(f/n's-node-) >0 
and MARK(guewe) == 0 
and MARK{data.channel) == 0 
and MARK(ia;/ramel) == 0 
and MARK(ia:/rome2) == 0 ) 

MARK(4/»is-rjode-)= 0; 
M.ARK{datajchannel)= 0; 

Table A.3. Output Gate Parameters for lE/RVWS SAN 

Gate Function 

save-gate if ( M.AIiK{keep.going) == 0 ) 
{ MARK(sai;e) = 1; 

else 
MARK(i/izs-no«fe_) ++; } 
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Table A.4. Activity Parameters for a Modality Database SAN 

Activity Rate Probability 

thinking exp(A) -

distrib inst -

get-frame inst -

passJoken exp(PROPAGATE) -

token JioldingJtimer deterin( TIMERJklDB/DATA^PEED) -

frametx determ((Frame Jength_mdb) / 
(INET^PEED * (! MARK(speed)) 
+DATA^PEED)) 

Table A.5. Input Gate Parameters for Modality Database SAN 

Gate Enabling Predicate Function 

tx^ate {MARK{this.node-) > 0 
and MARK(gue«e) > 0 
and MARK(<a:/ramel) == 0 
and MARK(ta:grame2) == 0) 

MARK(9«e«e) —; 
MARK( Aeep-ffoin^) —; 
MARKldata^hannel) =1; 
if (MARK(sfart_fimer_) < 1) 

MARK(siartJimer_) = 1; 
pass.gate (MARK(iofcen_p/ace) >0 

and ( MARK(s<op.fimer) > 0 
or ( MARK((/a<a_cAonne/) == 0 
and MARK(<x/ra»7ie) == 0 )) 

MARK(<ofcen_p/ace)= 0; 
MARK(t/a<a.cAanne/)= 0; 
MARK(s<opJimer)= 0; 
MARK(startJimer)= 0; 

Table A.6. Output Gate Parameters for Modality Database SAN 

Gate Function 

save-gate if ( MARK(keep-going) == 0 ) 
{ MARK(5aue) = 1; 

else 
MARK(this.node-) ++; } 

distrib^ate MARK(ioA:en_p/ace) = 0; 
MARK(stopJiTner)= 0; 



Table A.7. Activity Parameters for Image channel SAN 

Activity Rate Probability Activity Rate 
case 1 case 2 case 3 case 4 

arrJmage inst proportion of 
number of 
ie requests 

proportion of 
number of 

rvws requests 
Imagel determ(PIMAGEl) 1 - - -

Image2 determ(PIMAGE2) 1 - - -

Imaged determ(PIMAGE3) 1 - - -

Imaged determ(PIMAGE4) 1 - - -

stop.image inst 1 - - -

sw-IE inst 0.6 0.4 - -

swMVST inst 0.4 0.4 0.15 0.05 
swJmage inst 0.6 0.15 0.22 0.03 

Table A.8. Output Gate Parameters for Image Channel SAN 

Gate Function 

clear-image yLPiJliK{imagejihannel.nm) = 0; 
MARK(/ims/i_zma</e) = 0; 
MARK(5peed) = 0; 

numlEl MARK(ra«m2te) = 2; 
numIE2 MARK(raum2fa:) = 4; 
numRV STl MARK(n«m2ta:) = 4; 
numRV ST2 MARK(reum2<a:) = 6; 
numRV ST3 MARK(num2te) = 8; 
numRV ST4: MARK(niim2fa:) = 12; 
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Table B.l. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 20 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 200 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.088677 0.008701 52 
cs.queue 0.000358 0.000017 52 
mdb.queue 0.000366 0.000019 52 
cs_request_rate 4130304.882871 116517.793132 12 
mdb-request_rate 4210960.602017 113498.602924 12 
Image-requestjatel 2240740.262398 42504.938920 232 
Image.channell-u 0.277899 0.006959 52 
Data-channeLutil 0.007259 0.000135 52 

Table B.2. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 20 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 300 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue-l 0.032452 0.003242 77 
cs.queue 0.000367 0.000014 77 
mdb.queue 0.000359 0.000016 77 
csjequest-rate 4144851.204840 98902.334516 18 
mdbjequest-rate 4174510.603274 143460.826908 18 
Imagejtequestjatel 2241340.255314 37193.770084 345 
Image_channell_u 0.180085 0.004717 77 
Data-channel-util 0.007166 0.000144 77 

Table B.3. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 20 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 400 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue-l 0.015685 0.001568 62 
cs.queue 0.000369 0.000016 62 
mdb.queue 0.000355 0.000015 62 
csjrfcquest.rate 4075960.066937 116290.664372 15 
mdbjequest-rate 4260937.153961 94572.858326 14 
Imagejequestjatel 2255855.417366 38389.500324 276 
Image jihannel 1 .u 0.130728 0.003399 62 
Data-channel.util 0.007054 0.000127 62 
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Table B.4. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 20 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 500 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.009534 0.000948 81 
cs.queue 0.000386 0.000017 81 
mdbjqueue 0.000356 0.000012 81 
cs-iequest-rate 4095168.770074 99969.577009 19 
mdb-request_rate 4178356.116668 84732.674222 19 
Imagejequest_ratel 2219737.953223 34980.675728 366 
Imagexhannell-U 0.104557 0.002200 81 
Data.channeLutil 0.007139 0.000109 81 

Table B.5. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 30 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 200 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue-l 0.273711 0.027121 57 
cs.queue 0.000682 0.000026 57 
mdbjqueue 0.000653 0.000023 57 
csjequestjrate 2374727.720874 52787.549270 24 
mdbjrequest.rate 2436494.306505 38246.302124 23 
Imagejequest-iatel 1251038.103480 17115.228373 460 
Image jchannel 1-u 0.432376 0.007079 57 
Data_channeLutil 0.012878 0.000173 57 

Table B.6. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 30 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 300 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

image^iueue-l 0.071162 0.007022 27 
cs.queue 0.000662 0.000043 27 
mdbjqueue 0.000660 0.000037 27 
csjequestjate 2399489.938718 80516.551299 11 
mdbjrequest.rate 2417378.257260 70659.534862 11 
Imagejrequest.ratel 1254062.210941 26250.148947 219 
Imagexhannell_u 0.263972 0.007883 27 
Dataxhannel-util 0.012726 0.000270 27 
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Table B.7. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 30 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 400 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue-1 0.039011 0.003858 44 
cs.queue 0.000676 0.000022 44 
mdbjqueue 0.000685 0.000024 44 
csjequestjate 2390954.282112 65664.758005 18 
mdbjrequest_rate 2349301.692229 46526.977211 18 
Image jequest_ratel 1232099.281807 19817.196266 361 
Imagejchannell-u 0.198155 0.004135 44 
DatajchanneLiitil 0.012856 0.000192 44 

Table B.8. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 30 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 500 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

image^queue-l 0.022699 0.002243 35 
cs-queue 0.000730 0.000031 35 
mdb^ueue 0.000672 0.000034 35 
csjequest-tate 2343270.075177 81954.193379 14 
indb_request_rate 2403359.033812 60127.742555 14 
Iinage_request_ratel 1240602.976025 21951.855980 287 
Image jchannel l_u 0.154561 0.003948 35 
Data.channel-util 0.012692 0.000247 35 

Table B.9. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 40 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 200 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue-1 0.936204 0.091203 31 
cs-queue 0.001003 0.000049 31 
mdbjqueue 0.000944 0.000033 31 
csjequest_rate 1732387.648794 47957.578735 18 
mdbjequest-rate 1739544.855074 35793.330778 18 
Imagejrequest.ratel 897341.287497 14104.359374 353 
Image jchannel 1-u 0.637710 0.014241 31 
DatEi_channel-utiI 0.018079 0.000332 31 
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Table B.IO. Meaji Estimations of Performance Variables for 40 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 300 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.201792 0.019909 32 
C8_queue 0.001001 0.000037 32 
mdbjqueue 0.001021 0.000049 32 
csjequestjate 1714553.309771 39449.904904 18 
mdbjrequest_rate 1692514.346879 46980.459764 19 
Imagejequest_ratel 879104.150645 13215.694102 371 
Imagejchannell_u 0.384824 0.009958 32 
Data-channeLutil 0.018179 0.000306 32 

Table B.ll. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 40 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 400 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue-1 0.070967 0.006885 26 
cs.queue 0.000988 0.000054 26 
mdbjqueue 0.001016 0.000040 26 
cs-request-rate 1795783.628057 39795.200418 14 
mdbjequest.rate 1708309.985607 52332.780270 15 
Imagej equest_rate 1 906730.083287 15201.635422 294 
Imagexhannell.u 0.266628 0.006639 26 
Data.channeLutil 0.017488 0.000330 26 

Table B.12. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 40 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 500 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.038912 0.002946 16 
cs.queue 0.001090 0.000055 16 
mdb^iueue 0.001057 0.000067 16 
csjequestjate 1711692.175835 46026.130266 10 
mdbjequest.rate 1725145.578380 55288.226073 10 
Image jequest.ratel 888425.529044 19057.665173 197 
Image jchannel 1 .u 0.207597 0.004590 16 
Datajchannel.util 0.017721 0.000344 16 
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Table B.13. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 50 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 300 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.419400 0.040873 22 
cs.queue 0.001335 0.000058 22 
mdbjqueue 0.001315 0.000061 22 
csjequestjate 1363848.724462 27739.451028 16 
mdbjequest_rate 1326573.719323 28604.633536 16 
Imagejrequest_ratel 692592.377541 10909.957812 329 
Imagejchannell-u 0.507984 0.012083 22 
Data.channel_util 0.023079 0.000365 22 

Table B.14. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 50 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 400 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width | Observations 

imagejqueue-1 0.162592 0.015525 16 
cs.queue 0.001376 0.000075 16 
mdb^ueue 0.001367 0.000064 16 
csjequestjate 1314049.776456 25668.643278 12 
mdb-request.rate 1332354.055329 36946.880436 12 
Image jequest.ratel 682037.697457 12810.862714 246 
Imagejchannell.u 0.363421 0.010869 16 
Data.channeLutiI 0.023386 0.000485 16 

Table B.15. Mean Estimations of Performance Vaxiables for 50 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 500 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue-l 0.076000 0.007505 16 
cs.queue 0.001368 0.000061 16 
mdbjjueue 0.001394 0.000046 16 
csjrequestjate 1370467.284149 41138.399839 12 
mdbjrequest.rate 1359253.128654 25715.891872 12 
Image jequest.rate 1 702799.560527 13264.962965 238 
Imagexhannell.u 0.270335 0.006487 16 
Data.channeLutil 0.022544 0.000407 16 
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Table B.16. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 60 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 300 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.905391 0.099538 28 
cs.queiie 0.001641 0.000050 28 
mdbjqueue 0.001599 0.000071 28 
cs_request_rate 1115138.716978 19619.589457 26 
mdbjequest_rate 1128707.615047 24547.905887 25 
Imagej:equest_ratel 577991.176804 7424.364946 503 
Image jchannel l_u 0.627199 0.016322 27 
Data.channeLutil 0.027842 0.000450 28 

Table B.17. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 60 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 400 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue_l 0.265853 0.026254 20 
cs.queue 0.001720 0.000066 20 
mdbjqueue 0.001685 0.000061 20 
csjrequestjate 1141276.833767 35899.540654 18 
mdb-request-rate 1108934.729044 20037.094457 18 
Imagejequest-ratel 579090.406891 8441.898143 359 
Image jchannel 1 _u 0.434573 0.008440 20 
DatajchanneLutil 0.027587 0.000380 20 

Table B.18. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 60 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 500 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.129137 0.012471 13 
cs.queue 0.001792 0.000077 13 
mdbjqueue 0.001767 0.000067 13 
cs.requestjrate 1146603.445237 32114.061845 11 
mdbjrequest.rate 1126973.328379 27005.703334 12 
Image-request-ratel 584837.863448 11265.314985 236 
Imagexhannell_u 0.326753 0.007338 13 
DatajchanneLutil 0.027111 0.000475 13 
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Table B.19. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 70 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 400 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.501200 0.048556 18 
cs.queue 0.002151 0.000078 18 
mdb-queue 0.002011 0.000088 18 
caj:equest_rate 950433.196216 26697.087805 19 
mdbjrequest_rate 970951.834095 21028.942093 19 
Image jequest-ratel 492746.640052 7383.903907 382 
Image-chcinnell-u 0.530482 0.009836 18 
Data-channeLutil 0.032311 0.000530 18 

Table B.20. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 70 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 500 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.225806 0.022241 16 
cs.queue 0.002288 0.000074 16 
mdbjqueue 0.002152 0.000075 16 
csjrequest_rate 931202.533072 21635.366516 17 
mdb-requestjrate 963406.433014 28785.142970 17 
Image jequestjatel 485425.541653 7473.328333 346 
Image_channell_u 0.406698 0.009188 16 
Data.channeLutil 0.032742 0.000603 16 

Table B.21. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 80 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 400 Mbps 

Measure Ntmae Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.794309 0.079170 15 
cs.queue 0.002543 0.000112 15 
mdb^ueue 0.002622 0.000096 15 
C8_request.rate 830564.234335 19629.565576 18 
mdbjequest.rate 820340.940490 16035.119026 19 
Image jequest-ratel 424527.549829 6053.279080 373 
Image^hannell-u 0.630034 0.012587 15 
Datajchannel-util 0.037836 0.000497 15 
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Table B.22. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 80 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 500 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.362770 0.033748 8 
cs.queue 0.002750 0.000139 8 
mdb_queue 0.002746 0.000129 8 
cs_reque8t_rate 806820.610426 24548.594049 11 
mdb-request-rate 820423.571782 24489.873560 11 
Imagejequestjatel 417046.054131 8389.277266 213 
Imagejchanneli-u 0.473481 0.008101 11 
Data^hanneLutil 0.037752 0.000599 11 

Table B.23. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 90 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 500 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.539601 0.051702 17 
cs.queue 0.003389 0.000110 17 
mdb.queue 0.003148 0.000077 17 
csj:equest.rate 706499.603933 13938.725388 25 
mdbjequestjate 730205.761594 13149.786040 24 
Imagejequestjatel 368211.213778 4741.458360 485 
Image.channell_u 0.561079 0.009939 17 
Data_channel.util 0.043346 0.000614 17 

Table B.24. Mean Estimations of Performance Variables for 95 Nodes Attached to the 
Ring at 500 Mbps 

Measure Name Mean Half Width Observations 

imagejqueue.l 0.734598 0.071563 8 
cs.queue 0.003581 0.000199 8 
mdbjqueue 0.003367 0.000184 8 
csjequest.rate 677466.541651 14539.669037 13 
mdbjequestjate 681881.017727 21422.998518 13 
Imagejequestjatel 349248.674951 6194.324054 257 
Image.channell_u 0.596243 0.014074 8 
Data.channeLutil 0.045925 0.000849 8 
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